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ON THE SIZE OF ONE-WAY QUANTUM FINITE
AUTOMATA WITH PERIODIC BEHAVIORS 
Carlo Mereghetti1 and Beatrice Palano2
Abstract. We show that, for any stochastic event p of period n, there
exists a measure-once one-way quantum nite automaton (1qfa) with
at most 2
p
6n + 25 states inducing the event ap + b, for constants
a > 0, b  0, satisfying a + b  1. This fact is proved by designing
an algorithm which constructs the desired 1qfa in polynomial time. As
a consequence, we get that any periodic language of period n can be
accepted with isolated cut point by a 1qfa with no more than 2
p
6n+26
states. Our results give added evidence of the strength of measure-once
1qfa's with respect to classical automata.
Mathematics Subject Classication. 68Q10, 68Q19, 68Q45.
Introduction
One of the main investigations in the eld of quantum computing certainly deals
with the study of the computational power of quantum devices with respect to their
classical counterparts. In this sense, the results obtained by, e.g., Shor [21, 22]
and Grover [7] give evidences that the quantum paradigm might lead to faster
algorithms. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to think that the rst implementations
of quantum machines will not be fully quantum mechanical. Instead, we can expect
that they will consist of \expensive" quantum components embedded in classical
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devices (see, e.g. [3]). This motivates the study of the computational power of
\small" quantum devices such as quantum nite automata (qfa's).
The simplest version of qfa’s are the one-way qfa's (1qfa's) which, roughly
speaking, are dened by imposing the quantum paradigm { unitary evolution
plus observation { to the classical model of one-way deterministic or probabilistic
automata (1dfa’s and 1pfa’s, resp.).
Two variants of 1qfa’s are considered in the literature: in the rst one, called
measure-once [5, 19], the probability of accepting strings is evaluated by \ob-
serving" 1qfa’s just once, at the end of input scanning. In the measure-many
model [4,5,13], instead, such an observation is performed after each move. In this
work, we will be concerned only with measure-once 1qfa's. Thus, the attribute
measure-once will always be understood.
The question 1qfa's vs. classical automata is usually tackled from two points
of view: the recognizability of languages, and the size { number of states { of
automata when they perform certain tasks. It is well known from [5] that, quite
surprisingly, the class of languages accepted by 1qfa’s with isolated cut point is a
proper subclass (group languages [20]) of regular languages. On the other hand,
it is also well known that, in some cases, 1qfa’s turn out to be more succinct
than 1dfa’s and 1pfa’s. For instance, x a prime p, and dene the unary language
Lp = f1kp j k 2 Ng. In [4], it is proved that accepting Lp with isolated cut point
requires exactly p states on 1pfa’s, while a Monte-Carlo 1qfa (a more \reliable"
version of isolated cut point 1qfa, see [8,9]) with O(log p) states for Lp is exhibited.
Several other results are given in the literature, that witness strength and weak-
ness of 1qfa’s (see, e.g. [4,8,9,11]). Almost all of them are obtained by constructing
1qfa’s accepting ad hoc languages or solving suitably dened problems.
Here, we aim to give a general method for building succinct 1qfa’s that have
a periodic behavior. More precisely: the stochastic event induced by a unary
(i.e., with a single letter input alphabet) 1qfa A is the function p : N ! [0; 1]
dened, for any k 2 N, as p(k) = probability that A accepts the string 1k. We
are interested in designing unary 1qfa’s inducing given periodic events, i.e., events
satisfying p(k) = p(k + n), for a xed period n > 0 and any k 2 N. Actually, we
will be content with obtaining a \linear approximation" of p, that is, an event of
the form ap + b, for some constants a > 0, b  0, with a + b  1. It is not hard to
verify that, from a language acceptance point of view, the events p and ap + b are
fully equivalent (as explained in Sect. 2).
We prove that:
For any stochastic event p of period n taken as input, there exists a
unary 1qfa A with at most 2p6n + 25 states which induces ap + b, for
some constants a > 0, b  0, with a + b  1.
We provide an algorithm which actually constructs A in polynomial time. To
this purpose, we rst show that any event induced by a unary 1qfa has a sort of
normal form. We then display an algorithm which, in a rst phase, computes some
parameters in this normal form so to reproduce the harmonic structure of p. In
a second phase, the algorithm turns the computed parameters into a well formed
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unary 1qfa A inducing ap + b with at most 2p6n + 25 states. It is interesting to
observe that our construction enables us to show that the size of A is bounded by
the size of dierence covers for Zn, i.e., sets   Zn such that each element in Zn
can be obtained as the dierence modulo n of two elements in .
This result allows us to give an upper bound on the size of 1qfa’s accepting
periodic languages. A unary languages L is said to be periodic if it can be written
as L = f1k j k 2 N and (k mod n) 2 Sg, for a xed S  Zn. The reader is referred
to, e.g. [10,18] where the relevance of periodic languages is emphasized. We show
that:
Any periodic language of period n can be accepted with isolated cut
point by a unary 1qfa with no more than 2
p
6n + 26 states.
Our results once more witness the strength, by a quadratic state decreasing, of
1qfa’s with respect to classical automata. It is well known, for instance, that
accepting n-periodic languages on 1dfa’s requires at least n states. Furthermore,
when n is prime, we cannot hope to save states even by using 1pfa’s [4, 17] or
two-way nondeterminism [18]. For a more extensive discussion on these and other
topics related to the question quantum vs. classical devices, we refer the reader to
Section 4. Here, we just notice that a quadratic saving of computational resources
when using quantum instead of classical paradigm often shows up in the literature
(see, e.g. [7,11]). It might be interesting to investigate the nature of this recurrent
phenomenon.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 1, we give basics on linear al-
gebra, quantum nite automata, and dierence cover. In Section 2, we present
the polynomial time algorithm to construct a O(pn)-state 1qfa inducing a linear
approximation of a given n-periodic stochastic event. In Section 3, we show how
to recognize n-periodic languages on 1qfa’s with isolated cut point and O(pn)
states. Finally, in Section 4, we discuss our results in the light of quantum vs.
classical question, and we point out some possible directions for future researches.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Linear algebra
Here, we recall some basic notions on vector spaces and linear algebra. For
more details, we refer the reader to any of the standard books on the subject,
such as [14,15]. Given a complex number z 2 C, its complex conjugate is denoted
by z, and its modulus is jzj = pzz. Let V be a vector space of nite dimension n
on C. The inner product of vectors x; y 2 V , with x = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) and
y = (y1; y2; : : : ; yn), is dened as hx; y i =
Pn
i=1 xi y

i : The norm of x is dened
as kxk= phx; x i: If hx; y i = 0 (and kxk=kyk= 1) then x and y are orthogonal
(orthonormal). A decomposition of V is a set fS1;S2; : : : ;Skg (k  n) of mutually
orthogonal subspaces of V such that each x 2 V can be written as the sum of the
projections of x onto each Si. V = S1  S2      Sk.
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We denote by Cmn the set of complex matrices having m rows and n columns.
Given two matrices M 2 Cmm and N 2 Cnn, their direct sum is the block
diagonal matrix MN 2 C(m+n)(m+n) having M and N along its main diagonal
and 0 elsewhere.
Let us introduce some properties of normal matrices that will turn out to be
useful in what follows. We denote by M y 2 Cmm the conjugate transpose of
the matrix M . If MM y = M yM then M is said to be normal. Two important
subclasses of normal matrices are the unitary and the Hermitian matrices. A
matrix M is said to be unitary whenever MM y = I = M yM , where I is the identity
matrix. The eigenvalues of unitary matrices are complex numbers of modulus 1,
i.e., they are in the form ei# , for some real #. This fact characterizes the class of
unitary matrices if we restrict to normal matrices. Alternative characterizations
of normal and unitary matrices are contained, respectively, in
Proposition 1.1. ([15], Th. 4.10.3) A matrix M 2 Cmm is normal if and only
if there exists a unitary matrix X 2 Cmm such that M = XDXy, where D =
diag(1; 2; : : : ; m) is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of M .
Proposition 1.2. ([15], Ths. 4.7.24, 4.7.14) A matrix M 2 Cmm is unitary if
and only if:
(i) its rows are mutually orthonormal vectors;
(ii) kxM k=kxk , for each vector x 2 C1m.
A matrix M is said to be Hermitian whenever M = M y. All the eigenvalues
of an Hermitian matrix are real. An Hermitian matrix is positive semidenite if
and only if all its eigenvalues are non negative. Alternative characterizations are
contained in
Proposition 1.3. ([14], Ths. 4.12, 4.8) An Hermitian matrix M 2 Cmm is
positive semidenite if and only if:
(i) xMxy  0, for each vector x 2 C1m;
(ii) M = Y Y y, for some matrix Y 2 Cmm.
Let ! = ei
2
n be the n-th root of the unity (!n = 1), and dene the matrix
W 2 Cnn whose (r; c)-th component is !rc, for 0  r; c < n. The discrete
Fourier transform of a vector x 2 C1n is the vector WxT 2 Cn1, where we
denote with xT 2 Cn1 the transpose of vector x. The inverse discrete Fourier
transform of x is the vector (1=n)W yx. Notice that (1=n)W yW = I = W (1=n)W y.
Let f : N ! C be a periodic function of period n, i.e., for any k 2 N,
f(k) = f(k + n) holds true. We say that f is n-periodic, for short, and it can
be represented by the vector (f(0); f(1); : : : ; f(n − 1)). It is well know that f
can be expressed as a linear combination of trigonometric functions by using the
discrete Fourier transform and its inverse. More precisely:
f(k) =
1
n
n−1X
j=0
F (j)!−kj ; (1)
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where (F (0); F (1); : : : ; F (n − 1))T = W (f(0); f(1); : : : ; f(n − 1))T . By dening
the support set Supp(F ) = fj 2 Zn j F (j) 6= 0g, we can also write equation (1) as
f(k) = 1=n
P
j2Supp(F ) F (j)!
−kj .
The reader is referred to, e.g. [1] (Chap. 7) for more details on the discrete
Fourier transform and its relevance from a computational point of view. Here, we
just recall that computing the discrete Fourier transform of n-dimensional vectors
requires O(n log n) sequential time.
1.2. Difference cover
The set   Zn is a dierence cover for Zn if, for each  2 Zn, there exist two
elements x; ~x 2  such that   x − ~x (mod n). The problem of covering Zn by
dierences is well studied in the literature. Its relevance is also due to connections
with some mutual exclusion issues in distributed systems, especially concerning
quorums [6].
In [23], Wichmann proposes the following sequence of integers, for any r  0
(xr here means xx   x repeated r times):
 = 1r (r + 1)1 (2r + 1)r (4r + 3)2r+1 (2r + 2)r+1 1r:
From , construct the set D of 6r+4 integers by setting a1 = 0, and ai+1 = ai +bi
for 1  i  6r + 3, where bi is the i-th element of . It is easy to see that
a6r+4 = 12r2 + 18r + 6. The set D has the remarkable property that, for any
1  d  12r2 + 18r + 6, there exist a; b 2 D such that d = a− b.
In [6], Colbourn uses this fact to show that, for any n  24r2 + 36r + 13, D is
a dierence cover for Zn. This is basically due to the fact that, given d 2 Zn, d or
−d can be represented by a positive integer less than or equal to 12r2 + 18r + 6.
Hence, to nd a dierence cover for any Zn, it is enough to choose the smallest r
satisfying 24r2 +36r+13  n, and then to construct the corresponding set D with
6r + 4 elements. Simple arithmetics shows that 6r + 4  p1:5n + 6, and hence:
Theorem 1.4. ([6], Th. 2.4) For any n  0, there exists a dierence cover for Zn
of cardinality at most
p
1:5n + 6.
1.3. Quantum finite automata
Here, we are interested only in measure-once quantum nite automata [4, 5,
19]. Roughly speaking, in this kind of automata, the probability of acceptance is
evaluated only at the end of the computation. In the literature, measure-many
automata are also considered [2, 4, 5, 13], where such an evaluation is taken after
each move. Hereafter, the attribute measure-once will always be understood.
The \hardware" of a one-way quantum nite automaton is that of a classical
nite automaton. Thus, we have an input tape which is scanned by an input head
moving one position right at each move3, plus a nite state control. Formally:
3This kind of automata are sometimes referred to as real time automata [9, 19], stressing the
fact that they can never present stationary moves.
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Denition 1.5. A one-way quantum nite automaton (1qfa, for short) is a quin-
tuple A = (Q; ; (0); ; F ), where
 Q = fs1; s2; : : : ; sqg is the nite set of states;
  is the nite input alphabet;
 (0) 2 C1n, with k(0)k2= 1, is the vector of the initial amplitudes of the
states;
 F  Q is the set of accepting states;
  : QQ ! C is the transition function mapping into the set of complex
numbers having square modulus not exceeding 1; (si; ; sj) is the amplitude
of reaching the state sj from the state si, upon reading . The transition
function must satisfy the following condition of well-formedness: for any
 2  and 1  i; j  q,
qX
k=1
(si; ; sk) (sj ; ; sk) =

1 if i = j
0 otherwise.
It is often useful to express the transition function on every  2  as the transition
matrix U() 2 Cqq whose (i; j)-th entry is the amplitude (si; ; sj). Since 
satises the condition of well-formedness above displayed, the rows of each U() are
easily seen to be mutually orthonormal vectors and hence, by Proposition 1.2(i),
U()'s are unitary matrices. The 1qfa A can thus be represented as a triple
A = ((0); fU()g2; F ), where F 2 f0; 1gn1 is the characteristic vector of
the accepting states.
Let us briefly discuss how our 1qfa A works. At any given time t, the state
of A is a superposition of the states in Q and is represented by a vector (t) of
norm 1 in the Hilbert space l2(Q). The i-th component of (t) is the amplitude
of the state si. The computation on input x = x1x2 : : : xn 2  starts in the
superposition (0). After k steps, i.e., after reading the rst k input symbols, the
state of A is the superposition
(k) = (0)U(x1)U(x2)   U(xk):
Since k(0)k= 1 and U(xi)’s are unitary matrices, Proposition 1.2(ii) ensures that
k (k) k= 1. When A enters the nal superposition (n) = (0)Qni=1 U(xi), we
observe A by the standard observable O = fl2(F ); l2(Q n F )g. O is the decompo-
sition of l2(Q) into the two subspaces spanned by the accepting and nonaccepting
states, respectively. The probability of accepting x is given by the square norm of
the projection of (n) onto l2(F ). Formally:
pacc(x) =
X
fj j (F )j=1g

 
(0)
nY
i=1
U(xi)
!
j

2
;
where the subscript j denotes the j-th vector component.
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A stochastic event is a function p :  ! [0; 1]. The stochastic event induced or
dened by the 1qfa A is the function pA :  ! [0; 1] dened, for any x 2 , as
pA(x) = pacc(x). The language accepted by A with cut point   1=2 is the set
LA; = fx 2  j pA(x) > g
A language L is said to be accepted by A with isolated cut point , if there exists
" > 0 such that, for any x 2 L (x 62 L), we have pA(x)   + " ( − ").
A 1qfa A is unary if jj = 1. In this case, we let  = f1g, and we can write
A = ((0); U; F ) since we have a unique transition matrix U . With a slight
abuse of notation, we will be writing k for the input string 1k. The probability of
accepting k now writes as
pacc(k) =
X
fj j (F )j=1g
j((0)Uk)j j2: (2)
The stochastic event induced or dened by the unary automaton A is the function
pA : N ! [0; 1], with pA(k) = pacc(k). A stochastic event p : N ! [0; 1] is said to
be n-periodic if it is an n-periodic function.
A unary language is a set L  1. L is n-periodic if there exists a set S  Zn
such that L = fk 2 N j (k mod n) 2 Sg.
2. Synthesis of 1qfa's from periodic events
The rst problem we shall be dealing with is the synthesis of 1qfa’s inducing
given periodic stochastic events. As a matter of fact, we will consider a relaxed
version of this problem where, given a periodic event p, we aim to obtain a 1qfa
inducing ap + b, for some reals a > 0; b  0 satisfying a + b  1.
If p is taken to be n-periodic, then it can be specied as input for the problem
by providing the vector (p(0); p(1); : : : ; p(n− 1)). Thus, formally we state:
Synthesis from events (SynE)
? Input: An n-periodic stochastic event (p(0); p(1); : : : ; p(n− 1)).
? Output: A 1qfa A inducing the event ap+b, for some reals a > 0, b  0,
with a + b  1.
We begin by preparing some tools to approach the problem. First of all, we point
out some closure properties on the stochastic events induced by 1qfa’s. We prove
such properties for unary 1qfa’s, but their extension to 1qfa’s working on general
input alphabets is straightforward.
Proposition 2.1. Let A = (A; UA; A) and B = (B; UB; B) be two 1qfa's.
(i) There exists a 1qfa A with the same number of states as A such that pA =
1− pA:
(ii) For any nonnegative reals ;  satisfying  +  = 1, there exists a 1qfa
A + B such that pA+B = pA + pB, and whose number of states is
the sum of the number of states of A plus the number of states of B.
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Proof.
(i) Dene A = (A; UA;:A), where : is the bitwise negation of .
(ii) Dene A+ B = ((pA;
p
B); UA  UB; (A; B)).
In both cases, it is easy to verify that we construct a well-dened 1qfa inducing
the desired event.
At this point, a quick comment on the relevance of SynE is in order. From a
language recognition point of view, the events p and ap + b are equivalent in the
following sense: suppose we have a unary 1qfa A accepting the language LA; and
suppose we are able to construct a unary 1qfa A1 inducing the event apA + b. By
setting 1 = a + b, it is easy to see that LA1;1 = LA;.
Here, a technical detail should be considered. As stated in Section 1.3, we
must require that 1  1=2. If the opposite is true, by Proposition 2.1(ii), we
construct the 1qfa A2 = 12A1 + 12U , where U is a single state 1qfa realizing the
event pU(k) = 1, for any k 2 N. We have pA2 = 1=2(apA+b)+1=2 and, by setting
2 = (1=2)1 + 1=2, one easily gets 2  1=2 and LA2;2 = LA;.
In other words, solving SynE enables us to obtain unary 1qfa’s accepting unary
languages dened by a precise stochastic event.
Let us now show that the stochastic events induced by unary 1qfa’s have a
sort of normal form. In what follows, we denote by Mij the (i; j)-th entry of the
matrix M and by xi the i-th component of the vector x.
Proposition 2.2. Let p be a stochastic event induced by a unary 1qfa A=(; U; )
with q states. Then, for any k 2 N,
p(k) =
X
1s;tq
eik(#s−#t)Bst;
where B is an Hermitian positive semidenite matrix.
Proof. According to equation (2) in Section 1.3, the stochastic event induced by A
writes as p(k) =
P
fj j j=1g j(Uk)j j2, for any k 2 N. Since U 2 Cqq is a uni-
tary matrix, by Proposition 1.1, we can write U = X diag(ei#1 ; ei#2 ; : : : ; ei#q)Xy,
where X is a unitary matrix and ei# ’s are the norm 1 eigenvalues of U . Thus,
Uk = X diag
(
eik#1 ; eik#2 ; : : : ; eik#q

Xy;
and hence
p(k) =
X
fj j j=1g
(X diag (eik#1 ; eik#2 ; : : : ; eik#q Xyj2: (3)
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By letting  = X and substituting in (3), we get
p(k) =
X
fj j j=1g
((
1eik#1 ; : : : ; qeik#q

Xy

j
((
1eik#1 ; : : : ; qeik#q

Xy

j
=
X
fj j j=1g
 
qX
s=1
seik#sX
y
sj
! 
qX
t=1
t e
−ik#t(Xytj)

!
=
X
1s;tq
eik(#s−#t)
X
fj j j=1g
sX
y
sj

tX
y
tj

:
Now, dene the matrix B as
Bst =
X
fj j j=1g
sX
y
sj

tX
y
tj

;
for 1  s; t  q. It is easy to verify that B = By, and hence B is Hermitian. To
prove that B is positive semidenite, by Proposition 1.3(i), it is enough to show
that xBxy  0, for any x 2 C1q:
xBxy =
X
1s;tq
xs
0
@ X
fj j j=1g
sX
y
sj(tX
y
tj)

1
Axt
=
X
fj j j=1g
 
qX
s=1
xssX
y
sj
! 
qX
t=1
xttX
y
tj
!
=
X
fj j j=1g

qX
s=1
xssX
y
sj

2
 0: 2
We are now ready to concentrate on SynE. Recall that our aim is to build a unary
1qfa A which induces ap + b, for some reals a > 0; b  0, a + b  1, and an
n-periodic stochastic event p : N ! [0; 1] given as input.
We start by observing that the event p is an n-periodic function and hence,
according to equation (1) in Section 1.1, it expands as
p(k) =
1
n
n−1X
j=0
P (j)!−kj ; (4)
for (P (0); P (1); : : : ; P (n− 1))T = W (p(0); p(1); : : : ; p(n− 1))T being the discrete
Fourier transform of p. On the other hand, in the light of Proposition 2.2, to be
induced by a unary 1qfa, the event p must have the form
p(k) =
X
1s;tq
eik(#s−#t)Bst; (5)
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for some real #’s and an Hermitian positive semidenite matrix B. These observa-
tions lead us to design an algorithm consisting of two parts. In the first part,
we compute #’s and B so that equation (5) exactly reproduces equation (4). In
the second part, we construct from such #’s and B a well formed 1qfa inducing
the event ap + b.
First part of the algorithm
F Input: (p(0); p(1); : : : ; p(n− 1))
step 1: Compute (P (0); P (1); : : : ; P (n− 1))T = W (p(0); p(1); : : : ; p(n− 1))T ,
the discrete Fourier transform, and let Supp(P ) = fj 2 Zn j P (j) 6= 0g.
step 2: Find a dierence cover  = fa1; a2; : : : ; aqg for Zn.
step 3: For each 1  t  q, let #t = − 2n at.
step 4: For each j 2Supp(P ), let
N(j) = jf(as; at) j as; at 2  and j  as − at (mod n)gj;
and, for 1  s; t  q, compute
Bst =
8<
:
1
n
P (j)
N(j)
if j 2 Supp(P ) and j  as − at (mod n)
0 otherwise.
It is easy to verify that B 2 Cqq is an Hermitian matrix: to see that Bst = Bts,
it is enough to notice that P (j) = P (−j mod n) and N(j) = N(−j mod n), for
each j 2 Zn. By plugging #’s obtained at step 3 and B obtained at step 4 into
equation (5), we get exactly p(k) as in equation (4).
Now comes the second part of the algorithm which yields a 1qfa A = (; U; )
inducing ap + b from #’s and B computed in the first part. There are two ways
of reconstructing A, depending on whether B is positive semidenite or not.
Second part of the algorithm
step 5.a: If B is positive semidenite Then
 Find a matrix Y 2 Cqq satisfying Y Y y = B. Such Y exists by Propo-
sition 1.3(ii).
 Construct the 2q  2q matrix M =

Y E
F

, where the row vectors
Mi 2 C12q are mutually orthogonal. To get this, the rst q rows of M
can be computed by setting a lower triangular matrix E 2 Cqq as
Eij =
8>><
>>:
1 if i = j
−hYi; Yj i −
j−1
X
k=1
EikEjk
 if i > j
0 otherwise,
where Yi is the i-th row of Y . At this point, we can take the q rows
of F as an orthogonal basis of the subspace which is orthogonal to that
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spanned by the vectors M1; M2; : : : ; Mq. Such a task can be performed
by using standard tools in linear algebra (see, e.g. [14]).
 Dene Xyi = Mi= k Mi k to be the i-th row of the 2q  2q unitary
matrix Xy. Unitarity of Xy comes from the fact that we are constructing
its rows as mutually orthonormal vectors, and hence Proposition 1.2(i)
applies.
Dene also the vectors ~ 2 C12q and  2 C2q1 as
~i =
 kMi k for i  q
0 otherwise and i =

1 for i  q
0 otherwise.
 Compute the C12q vector  = Xy, where  = ~=k ~ k .
F Output: A = (; XDXy; ), where D = diag(ei#1 ; : : : ; ei#q ;
q−timesz }| {
1; : : : ; 1)
(with #’s coming from step 3 in the first part of the algorithm).
Output also a = 1jj~jj2 .
Fact: It is not hard to see that A is a well formed 1qfa: rst, notice that 
is obtained by multiplying the norm 1 vector  by the unitary matrix Xy.
Hence, by Proposition 1.2(ii), k  k= 1. Next, notice that the transition
matrix XDXy is unitary, being the product of unitary matrices.
The 1qfa A has 2q states and it is easily seen to induce the event ap, with
0 < a = 1jj~jj2  1.
step 5.b: If B is not positive semidenite Then
 Find two Hermitian positive semidenite matrices G; H 2 Cqq such
that B = G − H . These two matrices can be constructed as follows.
Since B is an Hermitian matrix, by Proposition 1.1, we can write B =
Xdiag(1; 2; : : : ; q)Xy, where ’s are the real eigenvalues of B and X
is a unitary matrix.
Dene D+ = diag(1; 2; : : : ; q), where i = i if i > 0, and 0 other-
wise. Set D− = D+ − D. Let G = XD+Xy and H = XD−Xy. It is
easy to see that B = G − H , and that both G and H are Hermitian.
Moreover, one can easily verify that, for each x 2 C1q, both xGxy  0
and xHxy  0 hold true. Hence, by Proposition 1.3(i), G and H are
positive semidenite.
 Perform step 5.a by having as input G and H . This yields two 2q-state
1qfa’s A1 and A2 inducing, respectively, the events a1p1 and a2p2, with
0 < a1; a2  1 and p1 − p2 = p.
 Let U be the 1-state 1qfa inducing the event pU (k) = 1, for any k 2 N.
Use Proposition 2.1 to construct the following 1qfa’s:
If a1  a2 Then
− construct A3 = a1a2A2 +(1− a1a2 )U . A3 has 2q +1 states and induces
the event a1p2 + (1− a1a2 ).
− construct A3, i.e., the (2q + 1)-state 1qfa that induces the event
1− pA3 = a1a2 − a1p2.
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F Output: A4 = 12A1 + 12A3. Output also a = a12 and b = a12a2 .
If a1 > a2 Then
− construct A3 = a2a1A1 +(1− a2a1 )U . A3 has 2q +1 states and induces
the event a2p1 + (1− a2a1 );
− construct A2, i.e., the 2q-state 1qfa inducing the event 1− a2p2.
F Output: A4 = 12A3 + 12A2. Output also a = a22 and b = 1− a22a1 .
Fact: It is easy to see that, in both cases, A4 is a (4q + 1)-state 1qfa inducing
the event ap + b, for a; b > 0, with a + b  1.
In conclusion, the above algorithm provides a constructive proof of the following:
Theorem 2.3. For any n-periodic event p, there exists a unary 1qfa with at most
2
p
6n+25 states inducing the event ap+ b, for some reals a > 0, b  0, a+ b  1.
Proof. We use our algorithm to construct a 1qfa A for ap + b. As one may easily
verify, A turns out to have at most 4q + 1 states, where q is the cardinality of a
dierence cover for Zn. By Theorem 1.4, q is bounded above by
p
1:5n+6, whence
the result follows.
We end with a quick evaluation of the complexity of our algorithm.
First Part of the Algorithm: computing the discrete Fourier transform at
step 1 requires O(n log n) time, as observed in Section 1.1. The operations at
steps 3 and 4 are easily seen to require polynomial time. Finally, at step 2, we
can construct a dierence cover for Zn in polynomial time by using Wichmann’s
sequence, as addressed in Section 1.2.
Second Part of the Algorithm: the hardest tasks at steps 5.a and 5.b are
basically to solve some problems from linear algebra, such as: Y Y y factorization
of Hermitian positive semidenite matrices, computation of basis for orthogonal
subspaces, decomposition of Hermitian matrices. For all these tasks, polynomial
time algorithms can be obtained from the literature (see, e.g. [12]).
This enables us to conclude that a (2
p
6n + 25)-state 1qfa for the event ap + b
can be constructed in polynomial time.
3. Synthesis of 1qfa's from periodic languages
We now focus on accepting periodic languages, i.e., unary languages in the form
L = fk 2 N j (k mod n) 2 Sg, for a xed S  Zn. As recalled in the introduction,
recognizing n-periodic languages by 1dfa’s takes at least n states. Moreover, in
some cases, e.g. when n is a prime, even using 1pfa’s (or also two-way nondeter-
minism) does not help in saving states.
By using the results in the previous section, we are always able to design 1qfa’s
with O(pn) states and isolated cut point for n-periodic languages, as proved in
the following:
Theorem 3.1. Any n-periodic language can be accepted with isolated cut point on
a 1qfa having no more than 2
p
6n + 26 states.
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Proof. With each n-periodic language L = fk 2 N j (k mod n) 2 Sg, with S  Zn,
we can associate the n-periodic event p dened, for each k  0, as
p(k) =

1 if (k mod n) 2 S
0 otherwise.
By Theorem 2.3, there exists a 1qfa A, with no more than 2p6n + 25 states, that
induces ap + b, for some reals a > 0, b  0, a + b  1.
If b + a=2  1=2, we let  = b + a=2 and " = a=2. Otherwise, U being
the 1-state 1qfa inducing the event p(k) = 1 for any k 2 N, we construct the
automaton A1 = 12A + 12U by adding one more state to the states of A, and we
let  = b=2 + a=4 + 1=2 and " = a=4.
It is easy to see that A or A1 accepts L with cut point   1=2 isolated by ".
4. Some concluding remarks and open problems
In this work, we have provided a polynomial time algorithm for constructing
small 1qfa’s that induce periodic stochastic events or accept periodic languages.
More precisely, we have shown that a linear approximation of any n-periodic event
can be induced by a 1qfa with at most 2
p
6n + 25 states, while any n-periodic
language can be accepted with no more than 2
p
6n + 26 states.
These results point out that, on a wide class of problems, 1qfa’s are quadratically
more succinct than classical automata4. In fact, it is well known that any 1dfa
recognizing an n-periodic language must have at least n states. Yet, even by using
two-way nondeterministic automata to accept p-periodic languages, for prime p’s,
we must employ at least p states [18].
More can be said even on the question quantum vs. probabilistic automata.
As an immediate consequence of results in [17], we get that, for prime p’s, any
1pfa accepting a p-periodic language with isolated cut point must have at least p
states. This clearly implies the same state lower bound to induce p-periodic events
by 1pfa’s. Our results show that 1qfa’s can be built that induce p-periodic events
using only O(pp) states. Moreover, we have used this fact to accept p-periodic
languages with isolated cut point on O(pp)-state 1qfa’s.
It should be noticed that, by using ad hoc techniques on ad hoc problems, we can
sometimes obtain even more succinct 1qfa’s. For instance, in [4], a O(log p)-state
Monte-Carlo5 1qfa for Lp = fk 2 N j (k mod p = 0)g is exhibited. However, due to
its generality, we cannot expect our method to be so \state-saving". Nevertheless,
it can be used as a tool to generate small quantum machines that can eventually
serve as starting points for further renements. Yet, we feel that our method
could be of help in approaching open questions on quantum nite automata, some
4A similar quadratic decrease is proved in [11] for a particular binary language.
5A language L is accepted by a 1qfa A in Monte-Carlo mode if there exists " > 0 such that A
accepts with certainty every string in L, and rejects with probability 1− " every string not in L.
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of which are quickly suggested hereafter:
 how to construct 1qfa’s exactly inducing given periodic stochastic events?
 how to obtain Monte-Carlo 1qfa’s accepting periodic languages?
 what about the size of 1qfa’s for the previous two points?
 what about the size of minimal 1qfa’s inducing periodic stochastic events or
accepting periodic languages?
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